Vanceva interlayers incorporate colour into laminated glass and glazing
systems for creative freedom across a massive colour system.
We are the leading suppliers of the Vanceva® Colour System, coloured interlayers that are permanently
laminated between two pieces of glass. Vanceva colours range from pale whites and browns to vibrant bright
purples and pinks, and are available in transparent, translucent or opaque colour options. This allows designers,
architects and engineers to create the perfect tone and intensity within glazing design.
Vanceva colours are comprised of light and heat stable pigments, rather than the dyes usually found in ink-based
systems. These pigments are designed to provide extensive colour durability, even when exposed to direct
sunlight.
Produced in our custom laminating facility in Perth, Vanceva coloured interlayers can be combined with clear or
low iron glass types. Low-E glass also improves solar and UV protection, and once laminated Vanceva can even
be combined into double glazed units.
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FEATURES
0.38mm PVB coloured interlayers
Transparent, Translucent and Opaque colour options
with over 3000 colour combinations
5 year warranty against film failure
Increased Sound, Solar and UV performance
Combine with ImagInk Ceramic Printing for endless
creative options
APPLICATIONS
Urban Façades, Overhead Glazing, Retail Shelving,
Skylights, Flooring, Doors, Windows, Balustrades
MAXIMUM SIZE
Toughened

2400 x 4500mm

Annealed

2400 x 5100mm

THICKNESS
6.38 to 21.52mm, Custom thickness available
GLASS TYPES
The Wexford, Photo: Ron Tan, Artist: Rick Vermy
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VANCEVA INTERLAYERS
With an almost endless selection of combinations, Vanceva offers a broad spectrum of more than 3000
colours in translucent, transparent or opaque finishes. If the eye popping colours offered aren’t enough,
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clients looking for a truly unique approach should consider combining Vanceva with our ImagInk printed
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glass for stunning results!
The Vanceva base palette consists of 12 transparent, 2 translucent and 2 opaque colours. Up to 4
of these colours can be combined in one panel of glass to achieve a particular colour, and level of
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translucency or transparency.
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COLOUR CODE 5789

SELECT PRODUCT

SELECT THICKNESS

SELECT GLASS

Cooling Brothers Vanceva

6.38 to 21.52 mm Laminate
Custom Thickness Available

Clear, Tinted, Low E, Low Iron
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